Dear Dorothy:

Please excuse my long delay in answering your letter. I have been ill and am only now recovering. Before I took ill, I went through our early burial records but could find nothing from these early days in which a Harry or Mrs. Henry Goldsmith's name appears. There were several other Goldsmiths like a Herman & a Charles who owned plots, but I actually need some more accurate dates as to when she died & what dates the family came to Denver. Otherwise, it is like looking for a needle in a haystack. It so happens that one of my husband's relatives is also mentioned in the books as one of the earliest burials. His name is (one)
was Jewish, Schayer + all the kin done alot
a genealogical research on the family &
know the Schayers - There were many I
them arrived in 1859 or 1860 - can't find out
how the Jeft fits into the family tree.

Also I must tell you that I was
born + raised in Pueblo + well remember
your uncle's (or great uncle's) store in
Pueblo + event remember Isidor,
whomed relation he is to you. Jeannie
Ahmane is the one who tell me you
are a descendant of that family. Did
you ever live in Pueblo?

My maiden name was Greenberg
I've lived at 119 West 12th St. + I
was confirmed at that little Temple
Emmanuel, if you are at all familiar
with Pueblo.

I promise you I will continue
my search as soon as I am
well + as soon as I can get
some better information from you.
What was your grandmother's first
name + please come like as to
where they came from + when she
died.

Sincerely,

Fay Schayer